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The large discrepancy between the speed of caches and main memory makes efficient
memory management more important than ever.
This report gives an overview of the current state of the art in memory
management, and how then can be used to make the most of hardware systems like
cache hierarchies and hardware prefetchers. Pooled allocation, automatic splitting of
objects, pointer compression and copying garbage collection are identified as four
promising areas, and it is noted that few if any existing systems offer functionality for
all four.
Furthermore the report describes the design and implementation of a new software
package called Object-Local Heaps (OLH). Object-Local Heaps includes a pooled
allocator and a compacting garbage collector to avoid memory fragmentation; as well
as structure splitting and pointer compression to conserve memory, better utilize
caches and improve the
performance of hardware prefechers. The main contribution lies showing how these
separate ideas can be combined.
The system is tested and evaluated using micro-benchmarks. It is found that
Object-Local Heaps can increase the throughput by an order of magnitude when
iterating over linked structures, compared to an implementation in pure C that is
subject to some fragmentation. The throughput when accessing individual fields in
objects of two or more fields can also be more than doubled compared to a program
that iterates over a standard C++ vector.
Additional overhead renders the system unsuitable for search trees and similar
structures however, as they require multiple random accesses throughout pools. A
red-black tree from the C++ standard template library is more than twice as fast as
an equivalent using Object-Local Heaps.
Pooled allocation is identified as the most worthwhile feature to integrate in a
production language, structure splitting and pointer compression have to be applied
more carefully, and might not be suitable for the general case. Some of the
shortcomings of Object-Local Heaps could be overcome by using hierarchical
memory layouts for search trees, others by leveraging compiler support to reduce
latency in general. In conclusion this work shows that automatic memory
management can provide opportunities for significant performance gains as well as
safety and
convenience.
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Kort bakgrund
Att datorer är avsevärt mycket snabbare idag än för trettio år sedan är ett
faktum som gått få förbi. Beräkningskapacitet har ökat exponentiellt, och
minneskapacitet likaså. Tyvärr kan man inte säga samma sak om minnenas
hastighet. Tiden det tar att förflytta ett stycke data från datorns primärminne
till dess processor har inte ökat tillnärmelsevis lika mycket som datorns beräkningsförmåga.
Detta är ett problem som processordesigners vanligtvis försöker lösa genom så
kallade cacher. En cache är ett snabbt minne som är så litet att det kan placeras
på samma chip som själva processorn. Den generella regeln är att ju mindre ett
minne är, desto snabbare går det att läsa data ifrån det, något som kan utnyttjas
till att skapa en hierarki av allt större och långsammare minnen. Rätt använd
kan en sådan hierarki dölja hur långsamt primärminnet är genom att data som
används ofta placeras i de mycket snabbare cacheminnena. Prestandavinsten
kan bli enorm eftersom ett cacheminne kan vara flera hundra gånger snabbare
än primärminnet.
Från ett användarperspektiv så upplevs cachesystemet som helt transparent.
En programmerare behöver aldrig tala om för datorn vilken data som ska placeras
var, istället kommer automatiska algoritmer i hårdvaran göra bra gissningar.
Ett av de hårdvarusystem som används till detta är en så kallad prefetcher:
Prefetchern är en modul som helt enkelt “gissar” vilken data i primärminnet som
kommer behövas härnäst utifrån vilken som använts hittills. Anta till exempel
att minnet innehåller en lång indexerad lista med någon typ av data, och att ett
program läser in index 1, 2, 3, 4 och 5 i följd; då krävs ingen magi i hårdvaran för
att gissa att index nummer sex kommer härnäst. Följaktligen kan en prefetcher
i detta fallet läsa in data från det långsamma primärminnet till den snabba
cachen redan innan programmet faktiskt bett om det, så när det väl behövs finns
det tillgängligt mycket snabbare än vad som annars varit fallet.
För att prefetchern ska ha en chans så krävs det att det finns ett sådant
uppenbart mönster i hur dataelement används. Tyvärr så är det dock ofta så
att data sparas huller om buller i datorns minne, inte alls i den ordning den ska
läsas ut. Det är ganska talande att de två huvudsakliga minnesområdena som
används i en dator bär de engelska namnen för “hög” och “stack”. Ordningen
i dessa ganska oreglerade minnesområden ser allt för ofta helt slumpmässig ur
prefetcherns perspektiv, vilket förhindrar den från att hitta några av de mönster
den behöver för att fungera.

Om detta arbete
Arbetet som beskrivs i denna rapport går ut på är att skapa ett automatiskt
minneshanteringssystem som ser till att data placeras på ett sätt som är optimalt
för prefetchern och andra hårdvarusystem.
Detta åstadkommes genom att systemet faktiskt tar hänsyn till vilken typ
av objekt som ett program ber om plats för. Anta till exempel att ett program
ska spara en lång lista med namn, adress och ålder för alla människor i Sverige.
Systemet kommer då se till att uppgifter om människor alltid kommer sparas i
ett sammanhängande utrymme i datorns minne, även om programmet ber om
minne för att spara orelaterat data också. Något som sker väldigt ofta i de flesta
program.
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Att spara data på detta sättet kräver visserligen en viss arbetsinsats varje
gång ett program ber om minne, men den tiden får man tillbaka med råge när
man sedan ska processa informationen på något sätt, faktum är att det kan gå
flera gånger snabbare.
Systemet som byggts under projektet kallas Object-Local Heaps och gör även
andra automatiska optimeringar. I exemplet ovan är det inte bara listan med
människor som sparas ordnat och separat, de olika fälten i listan, det vill säga
förnamn, ålder etc. sparas även de i sammanhängande och ordnade minnesområden. Följden av detta är att det blir väldigt effektivt att använda sig av små delar
av informationen i stora listor. Man kan till exempel beräkna genomsnittsåldern
av alla människor i landet utan att behöva läsa in för ändamålet oväsentlig
information, såsom deras namn.
Den stora förtjänsten med system som Object-Local Heaps är att minnesoptimeringarna kan göras en gång för alla och tillämpas automatiskt, snarare än
att låta olika programmerare att uppfinna hjulet om och om igen. Dessutom
kan systemet göra minneshantering enklare och säkrare såväl som snabbare, det
ingår exempelvis en så kallad skräpsamlare i systemet. En skräpsamlare är ett
program som automatiskt kan avgöra om ett stycke data i minnet inte längre
behövs, så att programmeraren slipper hålla reda på det själv. På så vis kan
man förhindra många besvärliga buggar, till exempel så kallade minnesläckor
som uppstår när en programmerare glömmer att frigöra minne som han eller
hon bett om.
Normalt så gör skräpsamlare att program blir långsammare, men tillsammans med local-heaps så kan dom tvärt om bli snabbare. Detta tack vare att
skräpsamlaren i systemet passar på att sortera och kompaktera data när den
ändå håller på att leta skräp. Sammanfattningsvis kan man säga att tillvaron
kan bli mer effektiv om man har ordning och reda och städar ordentligt efter
sig, även om det kan vara lika besvärligt att städa i en dators minne som i sin
egen lägenhet.
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1

Introduction

Optimizing memory usage is often the lowest hanging fruit when increasing
program performance, mostly because of how important proper use of caches is
to performance. Unfortunately manual memory management is as demanding and
error prone as it is important. Common sense and sound software engineering
practice alike dictate that hardware-centric optimization and business logic
should be separate concerns. The programming languages of the future should
embrace this; interfaces exposed to users could be on a higher-level and still
capture all information necessary to optimize the programming. If two fields
placed in different data structures are used together in a performance critical
loop, then the user should not be forced to alter the logical layout of the data to
get acceptable performance. The language should provide a means for expressing
the relationship and do the optimizations behind the scenes.
This project brings together a set of well known memory optimization techniques into a single framework called Object-Local Heaps (OLH). Each of the
following techniques has been incorporated in the project, and will be explored
in greater detail in sections to come:
Pooled Allocation. Simply put this is the practice of allocating related objects,
such as objects in a list, in a separate memory pool.
Object Splitting. The point of this is to conserve cache memory by transform
arrays of structures into structures of arrays.
Pointer Compression. A modern system uses 64 bit integers for memory
addresses, but this is much larger than the size of the heap, and can be
compressed by using offsets rather than absolute addresses.
Compacting Garbage Collection. This type of garbage collector will combat
fragmentation by moving elements that are still in use to a fresh location,
rather than deleting the elements that are not in use.
A long-term goal of this system is to provide a framework for memory
management to be used with the Encore programming language. The prototype
system is benchmarked to provide some insight into which component yields the
best benefit, and to see how well they work together. Performance is compared
to standard constructs in C and C++, and the system is evaluated for speed of
allocation, throughput and latency.

2

Background

In the last decades the increase in memory bandwidth has been outpaced by
a tremendous increase in computational capacity [1]. Applications tend to be
memory bound rather than CPU bound, and for this reason it is usually memory
usage that has to be addressed first when optimizing a program. Common
patterns involve splitting accesses of large structures into smaller blocks, fusing
loops and refactoring arrays of structures into structures of arrays. Adding
thread-level parallelism will further exacerbate the problem: Several cores will
have to share the limited bandwidth to DRAM, and a performance seeking

4

programmer suddenly has to consider the risk of cache misses due to coherency
issues, since two elements being worked on in parallel might share a cache line.
It is clear that performance optimizations come at a considerable cost, both
in man-hours and in less tangible things like code maintainability and readability. Code that is optimized for performance will seldom be as clear and
readable as code written with other measures of quality in mind. Work has been
done to measure the performance impact of applying various object-oriented
abstractions [2] to highly optimized scientific computing code. The results show
that a small number of features stand for a large part of the cost of using a
higher level language, and if they can be avoided it is possible to obtain nearly
the same level of performance, and still get significant improvements in code
readability and maintainability. Dynamic binding for instance can slow down
a program immensely since it prevents code from being inlined. Unfortunately
this knowledge is not well spread, and making use of it can be challenging: It is
typically more demanding to write and maintain object-oriented code that uses
static polymorphism rather than dynamic polymorphism.
Evidently there is a need for better tools. If more of the platform-specific
optimizations could be done by compilers and runtime environments it would be a
great boon to programmers and users alike. Much effort has already been put into
the field, and optimizing compilers have come a long way; given the right settings
compilers will already reorder instructions and unroll loops automatically to
optimize memory accesses. The problem is that these optimizations are typically
local to small segments of code like individual functions. If it is known that a
piece of code can only be used within a particular program, then the optimizer
can take greater liberties, but this is not the case with dynamically loaded
libraries. A compiler can reorder instructions and much more if it speeds up the
program, but it is never allowed to change the observable state or semantics of a
program.
There has been a considerable amount of work on the subject of automatic
layout optimization of data structures. Some systems will do pointer analysis [3]
and allocate related objects into distinct memory pools [4]. Others will split
structures as well to increase cache utilization and conserve bandwidth [5, 6, 7, 8].
These works are important as they show that significant performance gains can
be had even without access to typesafe environments or data from profiling. But
there are limits to what can be achieved when applying automatic optimizations
to inherently unsafe languages like C and C++: The optimizer has to be
conservative in order to maintain correctness.
Using safe languages like Java can provide significant advantages such as
run-time optimizations, and they make splitting easier [9]. It is also possible to
exploit synergies with garbage collection [10]: A copying garbage collectors will
always move objects around, so it might as well reorder objects at the same time
to provide better locality [11].
The next section will describe the state of the art in memory optimization,
and explain the work this project builds upon. After this comes a high overview
of the Object-Local Heaps design, and it’s implementation follows in Section 5.
In the rest of the report the system is evaluated, and some suggestions are given
as to how it can be improved.

5

3

Related Work

This section gives some historical background to memory optimizations. It also
explains the techniques that have been integrated into the Object-Local Heaps,
and describe the prior work where the techniques were introduced and refined.
Memory system optimizations are likely to be as old as memory systems
themselves. Papers have been published as early as 1977 [12] that contain some
of the ideas described below, but since hardware architectures have changed
significantly since then they are mostly of historic interest.
It was not until the 1990’s that the gap between processor speed and memory speed had opened up enough for this gap to become a major concern for
performance-oriented programmers [1]. The solution hardware architects reached
for was to introduce caches. Caches work by exploiting the fact that small
memories can be made faster than large ones. If data that is used often is placed
in the cache it will help reduce the latency of the memory-system as a whole.
Machines released in the 70’s and 80’s could make do without a CPU cache
altogether. Neither the Intel 286 or the 386 was equipped with one [13, 14], but
starting with the 486DX introduced in 1989 caches entered the mainstream [15],
and in the following decade they soon became the norm in everything save
embedded systems. Considering how much the field has changed it is only works
written after 1990 that are of interest for this project.
There are two basic techniques for increasing the spatial locality of dynamically allocated data: Pooling and splitting. Pooling means that dynamically
allocated objects can be put into separate memory pools depending on their
type or time of allocation. The rationale behind this is that objects that are
frequently used together should be placed together for better cache utilization,
but it can also help limiting the amount of heap fragmentation.

Figure 1: An array of structs on the left, and a struct of arrays on the right.
Object splitting is a related technique that can be used in conjunction with
pooling, and as the name implies it means that composite objects are split into
different parts that are frequently used together. A typical example of this
would be a programmer that manually transforms an array of structs into a
structure of arrays, see Figure 1. This can have a significant performance impact
as it increases the spatial locality and gives the hardware prefetcher an easier
task if the fields are used in sequence. Apart from that it is also beneficial for
automatic vectorization, as SIMD instructions, Single Instruction Multiple Data,
can typically only load data that is stored in sequence.
In addition to object splitting pooled allocation also opens up for new pointer
representations; it might not be necessary to use the full word length to represent
6

a pointer if it is known to point into the same memory pool, making it possible
to save memory.

Figure 2: An overview of related work done by various researchers, as well as
the areas they have contributed to.
The sub-sections below describe the earlier contributions that this project
builds upon, sorted by sub-field, and Figure 2 shows a graphical representation
of which areas different authors have contributed to. Because of the relatively
infrequent use of garbage collection, GC, in performance oriented works, there is
no circle representing GC in the figure.

3.1

Pooled Allocation

In their work from 1998 Calder et al. described a method for reorganizing both
statically and dynamically allocated data for better cache utilization and less
cache misses. They accomplished this by collecting a wealth of profiling data and
using it to build a graph of all memory objects. Edges in this graph represented
a temporal relationship, and nodes represented objects. The number of edges
between nodes gave a measurement of how many conflicts could arise if connected
objects mapped to the same cache set, as well as information about how large
the benefit of spatial locality between said objects could be.
They fed the generated information into a custom linker to rearrange static
objects, and into a custom allocation function to optimize dynamic allocations.
The modifications resulted in a 30% average decrease in cache misses for a set of
benchmarks when using the same dynamic data, and 20% when using different
data [16].
The work by Calder et al. [16] has since been expanded upon by numerous
researchers. One problem identified in the original paper was that optimizations
based on a separate profiling step become difficult to incorporate in normal
build processes. The optimizations will be hardware-specific and data- specific,
7

common practices such as cross compiling will work poorly, and producing a
finished binary will take much longer.
Lattner et al. and others tried to solve these problems by performing static
analysis of programs rather than relying on profiling [3, 4, 6, 17]. It’s noteworthy
that this analysis was done without a typesafe environment, and that it could be
applied to arbitrary C programs. The general procedure involved the identification of separate data structures by doing extensive pointer analysis and building a
model of the heap [3]. This information was later used to optimize the placement
of dynamically allocated objects. Many of these works resulted in impressive
speedups of over 50% for some benchmarks, and seldom any slowdowns except
in build time.
Another, less common approach is to keep the profiling, but to do it on the
fly [18, 7]. By writing a runtime that includes wrappers for allocation functions
like malloc it is possible to examine the call stack at every allocation and deduce
which objects are related and should be allocated in the same pool.
The runtime keeps track of how many times an allocation of a specific size
has been made from a specific spot in a program, or from a specific sequence of
functions. If a function foo calls a function mk_list_node, that in turn calls
malloc, and this pattern is repeated over and over again, then the blocks of
memory allocated by malloc are automatically placed adjacent to each other in
memory. The main advantage of this method is that it can be applied to finished
binaries by exploiting the behavior of dynamic loaders [7, 19], but it is limited by
the lack of type safety and the reliance on heuristics to identify related objects,
and the profiling adds some overhead as well. Consider a case similar to the one
described above, where the function mk_list_node is called from a function bar
instead of foo. Then it is not at all clear from the perspective of the runtime if
the two nodes are related or not.
Other works, most notably “The Garbage Collection Advantage: Improving
Program Locality” by Huang et al. [10], took advantage of features offered by the
safer environment provided by Java to do similar optimizations. Java offers the
advantage that the type of objects is always known at runtime, and the presence
of a garbage collector and a just in time compiler provides all the functionality
needed to move and even restructure objects at runtime.

3.2

Object Splitting

Franz and Kistler were among the first to explore the subject of automatic
object splitting with their paper “Splitting Data Objects to Increase Cache
Utilization” from 1998 [9]. The method they described was limited to typesafe
languages, and depended on profiling. Object fields were classified as hot if they
were used frequently, and the cold if they were used less often. Hot fields were
then considered prime candidates for being split out and stored separately, thus
increasing the probability that a data set were to fit in the cache [9].
As already stated in Section 3.1 it is sometimes problematic to rely on a
separate profiling step when restructuring, and the benefit is not always clear.
In a paper from 2007, Zhao et al. evaluated three distinct methods of object
splitting: The first, frequency-based splitting, is basically the approach described
in [9].
Affinity-based splitting also depends on profiling, and aims towards identifying
fields that are often used together. The related fields are placed in a smaller
8

object that is linked to the larger one with a pointer or by a common index.
This has the obvious advantage that if one of the related fields is accessed, then
the others are very likely to be in the cache as well.
The third method described is maximal splitting, so named because all
objects are simply split down as far as possible: All the way down to the integers,
floating point numbers etc. that more complicated objects are composed of.
The conclusion they reached was that maximal splitting performs no worse than
frequency-based or affinity-based splitting, and sometimes better [5]. This is
also the layout that is the most suitable for SIMD instructions and automatic
vectorization, as no data needs to be moved around in order to use the vector
instructions.
In order to benefit from the splitting of objects it is usually necessary to do
some sort of pooling as well. Because of this it comes as no surprise that there
is a substantial overlap between the two areas. Wang et al. later extended their
work on pooled allocation for data structures in compiled code [7] with automatic
splitting of data structures as well [8]. And several researchers have implemented
both pooling and splitting from the start in their more recent works [6, 17, 20].

3.3

Pointer Compression

Most modern computers use a word length of 64 bits, that means 8 bytes are
also used to represent memory addresses. For programs that use a lot of pointers
this can consume a significant amount of memory. Object-oriented languages
for instance require vtable pointers to implement inheritance, in addition to all
ordinary references. If the size of pointers is reduced it would save memory, allow
better cache utilization, and if pointers are made relative rather than absolute it
can also make blocks of memory easier to move.
The idea behind pointer compression is simple: If a pointer changed from an
absolute address to an offset from the start of the heap, then all pointers into
the heap can be reduced to a size that just covers the size of the heap which
is seldom more than a few gigabytes. The full range of a 64 bit pointer is only
really needed if the heap has a size of 17 billion GB.
Some of the first work in this area was done by Adl-tabatabi et al. in 2004,
where they showed that the size of object headers can be cut in half using a
simple method of pointer compression. Subsequently they also showed that
despite the added overhead of calculating the absolute addresses, they still saw
a small speedup thanks to the denser representation of data, and the increased
probability that data would fit in the cache [21]. This idea was later picked up
by Sun, and pointer compression has been implemented in their (later Oracle’s)
64 bit JVM.
Venstermans et al. presented a more advanced method for Java pointer
compression in 2007. Their implementation aimed to make the concept of
compressed pointers more general, and it had support for a heap with a size
greater than 4GB.̇ Unfortunately the memory savings did not pay for the extra
overhead, and they saw no speedup at all [22].
Pointer compression is not limited to Java however. In a paper from 2005
Lattner and Adve extended their own previous work pooled allocation with
a general scheme to compress pointers. They wrote an implementation that
depends on static analysis for the LLVM framework and saw significant speedups
for benchmarks that made heavy use of pointers [23].
9

3.4

Garbage Collection

It is a well recognized fact that languages without manual memory management
increase programmer productivity, while decreasing the amount of bugs and
potential security vulnerabilities. It is also a fact that languages with garbage
collection are regarded as slow compared to those without.
This reputation is not entirely undeserved, garbage collected scripting languages are not exactly speed demons, and performance oriented programmers
tend to shy away from languages like Java as well. But contrary to common
belief automatic memory management can yield performance benefits as well
as costs [24, 10]. And the poor performance of scripting languages are largely
unrelated to their use of GC.
Early garbage collectors operated in the following fashion. First ordinary
program flow is halted, and a root set of reachable addresses are extracted
from stack memory and registers. Then every object on the heap is marked as
unaccessible, and the garbage collector proceeds to trace a graph through the
heap, starting from the root set. All reachable objects are marked as accessible,
and the rest are deleted or marked as free [11, 25]. This approach deserves a
poor reputation from a performance perspective, as the amount of work to be
done at each garbage collection is proportional to the size of the entire heap.
Furthermore it is very likely that the heap will become fragmented over time.
Modern garbage collectors improve on the earlier ones by using a copying
approach instead of the one described above. They avoid the initial marking
step, and move straight to preserving the reachable objects by copying them
from one area of memory to another. The obvious advantage of this is that
unreachable objects need not be touched at all, and the time complexity becomes
proportional to the number of reachable objects. In it’s simplest form these
copying collectors divide the heap in two equally sized areas, using only one at a
time. But nearly all production collectors use a more sophisticated, generational
approach instead. Newly allocated objects are put in a so called nursery, and
are moved to heap areas reserved for older generations of objects after having
survived an implementation specific number of collections. This is done because
objects that survive the first collection are more likely to survive the second
as well, seeing how many objects live for the entire duration of a program’s
execution. Thus it becomes unnecessary to collect the older generations nearly
as often as the nursery [11].
Garbage collection can be seen as an opportunity to get rid of heap fragmentation, and related objects can also be moved into spatial proximity, allowing the
hardware pre-fetcher to do it’s job. Almost any copying collector will improve
the spatial locality since objects are copied in the order they are traced, but more
sophisticated variants of copying collectors have yielded even greater benefits.
Some of the first relevant work in this area was done by Wilson et al. in
1991 [26]. They were not the first researchers trying to leverage copying GC
to improve locality: It is obvious from the way tracing and copying works that
any copying garbage collector will improve locality. But they were the first to
realize how locality can be taken to a new level by copying tree structures in
a hierarchical fashion that reflects how they are used, rather than doing the
copying in a natural depth or breadth first order.
In a paper from 1998 Trishul Chilimbi and James Larus [24] showed how
a generational collector can be further improved by using dynamic profiling
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information. By keeping track of which objects tend to be used together at
runtime the authors managed to improve performance for certain workloads by
14 to 37 percent over the algorithm suggested by Wilson et al.
The same approach has been used in other papers such as “The Garbage
Collection Advantage” from 2004 by Huang et al. [10]. The authors build
upon prior work by also doing some object splitting and pooling driven by the
profiling information collected for the just in time compiler. Others, such as
David Siegwart and Martin Hirzel [27] have explored how copying collectors can
operate in parallel.
This short overview only touches the surface of the garbage collection field,
but hopefully it shows some of the potential synergies with pooled allocation,
object splitting and pointer compression. Copying garbage collection solves the
problem of fragmentation within pools, and the pools can make collection easier
as the pools can potentially be traced separately. Likewise pointer compression
works well with both pools and copying collectors, as blocks of memory containing
only relative pointers can be moved without modification. These techniques
are tightly coupled and should be implemented within the same framework to
make the most of the apparent synergies. Creating a fully featured production
framework is clearly beyond the scope of this project, but the next section shows
a simple design that will serve as a proof of concept.
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4

System Design

The design described in this section includes all features described in the previous
section, but it is not the purpose of this work to provide the best design
and implementation in each field. The purpose is to show how well pooled
allocation, object splitting, garbage collection and pointer compression works
together. Object-Local Heaps is designed to be a complete framework for memory
management, ideally an end-user should never have to touch a raw pointer or
free memory manually. That is an ambitious design, but even if it ends up not
being fully implemented it is an important vision for the project.
Object-Local Heaps (OLH) was originally intended to be used only in conjunction with the Encore [28] compiler and runtime. But memory management is a
sufficiently general idea that it makes sense to design the system as a stand-alone
library. That way parts of the system can be used with arbitrary C programs. It
is not realistic to envision widespread usage of garbage collection in C programs,
but pooled allocation is clearly a useful feature in most environment. A less
coupled design has the additional advantage that it should make it easer to
experiment with different memory managers in Encore.

Figure 3: An overview of Object-Local Heaps, and it’s relation to the Encore
compiler.
An graphical overview of the entire system, as envisioned in it’s final form can
be seen in Figure 3. The components making up the Object-Local Heaps library
map loosely to the set of features listed above, there is a component for the
pooled allocator, one for the garbage collector and one for pointer compression
and decompression. Object splitting however is so tightly coupled with the
allocator that it does not make sense to keep them in separate modules.
Design choices for all components will be discussed in Sections 4.2 to 4.6.
But the next section concerns a vital part of the interface between the OLH
system and a user, namely types.
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4.1

Type Representation

Several parts of the Object-Local Heaps system have a need for type information:
Pools need it to make sure they contain only objects of the same type, and a
simple size is not a good measure of this. Similarly the garbage collector needs it
to differentiate between references and data. Finally the object splitter needs to
be type-aware to do the splitting correctly. As will be discussed in Section 4.2,
the OLH system has full support for splitting objects into their basic components;
and without type information it is very challenging to determine what those
basic components are.
A type in Object-Local Heaps can be either a composite type, consisting of
an arbitrary number of fields which are in turn types; or it can be a primitive
type. Primitive types are not limited to the ones recognized by the hardware,
they can be of any size, and are simply regarded as monolithic blobs that should
not be split into parts.
This information about types and object layouts will be used quite often by
OLH to split and reassemble objects, and therefore it is important to store it
in a way that is fast to access. The type information pertaining to a type with
type id n, will be stored at index n in an array of type information structures,
see Figure 4. To keep this efficient, it is of course imperative that all elements
from the sequence {0, 1, 2, 3, ..., n − 1} are used as type id:s if there are n types.
Each non-primitive type information entry has a pointer into a second array
with field information, see Figure 4. The field information structure contains
some redundant information. Both a size and an offset is stored, even though
the offset could be calculated by simply summing the size of all previous fields.
This choice was made in an attempt to limit the number of required memory
accesses needed to acquire the address of a particular field in an object. To
further simplify matters all nested types are “flattened”. If a composite type A
consists of two other types B and C, which in turn are composite types. Then
all fields, or components in B and C are considered components of A. This is
the same approach to splitting that was used by van der Spek et al. [17], and
it places the same restriction upon types in the sense that nested arrays and
dynamic polymorphism are not supported.

Figure 4: A visual description of how type information is represented at runtime.
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In prior work [6, 17, 8] the required type information is typically reconstructed
using various static code analysis techniques, such as pointer analysis. This
project differs by moving the responsibility of defining types to the user of the
library, which should normally be a compiler. It is known at compile time which
types are used in a program, and forwarding this information to OLH should be
relatively straight forward.
The OLH library provides a simple interface to compilers and adventurous
users wanting to use the library from an ordinary C program. Type information
submitted though this interface is then used to generate the compact tables
described above.
The runtime information about types does not change during program execution, and can thus be linked in as static arrays rather than be generated at
runtime. Using the static approach would be preferable due to the decrease in
startup time. Generating them at runtime enables Object-Local Heaps to be
used as an ordinary C-library however, and therefore the functions needed to
build the type table are kept as a part of the public interface of Object-Local
Heaps.

4.2

Object Splitting

In prior work, see section 3.2, Zhao et al.[5] identifies three different types of
object splitting. Frequency based, affinity based and maximal splitting. For this
project maximal splitting was chosen, in part because it is the only one of the
techniques that does not require extra information from the programmer or a
profiler, and in part because it’s simplicity. The fact that maximal splitting also
tends to yield comparable performance [5, 6] is also a point in it’s favor.

Figure 5: Objects are split down to the individual primitive objects they are
composed of. The left figure is a “normal” representation of multiple structures,
whereas the right is an equivalent representation in Object-Local Heaps.
Figure 5 shows how Object-Local Heaps handles object splitting. Using the
runtime type representation described in Section 4.1 each array of structures1 is
reorganized into what is in essence a structure of arrays. And since this splitting
is done in conjunction with pooled allocation, even linked structures can be
transformed into something more reminiscent of an array.
1 The

term structure is used in a broader sense than in the C language, almost interchangeably
with “object”. Note that this project concerns data however, there are no specifications for
methods etc.
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4.3

Pool Allocation

As described in earlier sections it is a central idea behind this project to place
related objects in separate pools. Doing so has a number of advantages ranging
from locality to ease of garbage collection. The Object-Local Heaps system
contains no advanced heuristics to determine which objects are related however.
Furthermore it is a requirement that all objects in a particular pool are of
the same type. Nested objects are permitted, but such objects are “flattened”,
meaning that the fields in the nested objects instead become fields in the object
containing them, see Section 4.1 for more information.
A pooled allocator, by it’s very nature, becomes very difficult to implement
without access to a large memory space. The memory pools must be sufficiently
well separated to keep them from growing into each other too often, and there
must still be room for a large number of pools. Because of these restrictions
Object-Local Heaps is designed exclusively for systems with a 64 bit virtual
address space.
In the general case pools will be separated by at least 4GB, and they will
always be aligned to a 4GB boundary. This makes it easy to expand them as
needed, and given the humongous size of a 64 bit address space there is still
room for a very large number of pools. Furthermore it is straightforward to move
a pool in the relatively unlikely event that it grows into another pool. References
between pools are disallowed, so there is no need to modify any of the data in a
pool when moving it; thanks to the alignment it is not even necessary to copy
the data, the whole pool can simply be remapped to different virtual address.
Doing so requires a system call, but considering that the alternative would be to
move 4GB of data it is likely to be a worthwhile trade off.

4.4

Sub-pools

The way structures are split apart, see Section 4.2, does give raise to some
concerns when it comes to growing pools. The splitting turns what would
otherwise have been a single array-like structure containing complete objects
into several array-like structures containing individual fields. This introduces a
risk that the field-arrays will grow into each other when the pool grows.
One solution would be to spread out the spaces used for fields in a way
analogous to how the pools themselves are spread out. Doing so has a major
disadvantage however: Mapping up a section of the virtual memory space is not
something that that can be done in userspace. The page table has to be altered
to make the virtual page point to a real physical, and this can only be done
by the operating system. Consequently each remapping requires a system call,
which suspends execution of the program until the OS has time to handle the
request. The memory mappings are expensive, and needing a separate one for
each field in a pool is undesirable.
Object-Local Heaps uses a slightly different approach that sacrifices some
locality to make pools easier to grow. Objects are still split, and fields of the
same type are still placed adjacent to each other, but it is done on a smaller
scale. A pool is built up of smaller sub-pools, each of them with room for 4096
objects, see Figure 6. Note that the number of objects placed in each sub-pool is
constant, but the size in bytes will vary. No object may be smaller than a byte
however, so a sub-pool can never be smaller than 4KB, which coincides with the
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Figure 6: Pools are divided into sub-pools, within which fields of the same type
are adjacent. When a pool grows, space for another sub-pool is allocated.

dominating page size for modern architectures.
Sub-pools could have been designed to use a fixed size in bytes instead, a
prospect that might seem tempting at first glance. Using a size that mirrors
the size of the L1 cache of a specific machine could be advantages to give an
example; but since objects will be split such strategies become less useful. It is
also a reasonable assumption that calculations tend to be made on floating point
numbers and integers, not entire objects, and as it happens 4K 64 bit values will
fit snugly in the L1 cache of most x86-64 machines. The sub-pools could thus
become a natural means of doing blocking and dividing the workload between
multiple threads.

4.5

Pointer Compression

For some types of applications pointers can consume a substantial amount of
memory. In a simple linked list with a single float as a payload the pointer will
require twice as much memory as the actual data if it is a 64 bit system. By
exploiting the homogeneous structure of pools and the invariant that there can
be no references from one pool to another it is possible to represent a reference
in a more compact way than with an entire 64 bit word. This will work within
a pool, but there is still a need for a reference that can refer to an arbitrary
object in any pool. For this reason Object-Local Heaps makes use of two distinct
reference types, global references and local references. The global references
are always used when referring to to an object within a pool from outside the
pool, and the local references are always used when an object in a pool refers to
another object in the same pool.
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4.5.1

Global References

It would be possible to implement a global reference as a simple pointer to a
field inside a pool. But since all objects in pools are split there is still a need
for references to be “aware” of their own type, if they are not there is no way
to reassemble the object correctly, or to even know how large the first field is.
This does not automatically exclude the use of ordinary pointers. It would be
possible to use a pointer to the first field and maintain a datastructure that
maps addresses to types; but since any such approach requires an additional,
potentially expensive lookup it is not how the problem is solved in this project.
Instead Object-Local Heaps uses a reference format that encodes the type of
the object that is being referred, as well as all information needed to locate the
object in memory, see Figure 7 for the actual representation.

Figure 7: Global references are 64 bit integers that encode type information as
well as the indexes needed to find the referred object.
A global reference in Object-Local Heaps is a 64 bit number, in other words
these references are not compressed at all. The assumption behind this is that
global references should be relatively rare, in the case of a linked list or tree it
would be enough with a single global reference that points out the head or root.
When this assumption holds there is no significant gains in trying to compress
the global references; likewise there should be no significant penalties in having
to calculate the actual location from the information in the global reference. It
should be noted that this design optimizes heavily for throughput. In a use case
where a high proportion of all accesses are made through global references it is
possible that the cost of decoding them could add up quickly.
4.5.2

Local References

Local references are represented with a 16 bit integer, compressing them by a
factor of four, see Figure 8. Of these bits 13 are a relative offset to the object the
reference refers to. This gives local references a range of ±4096 objects, enough
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to address any other object in the same sub-pool, or a bit into the next sub-pool
if the object is near the end.

Figure 8: Local references are a 16 bit integer based on offsets. If a longer reach
is needed it involves a table lookup.
If a longer range is needed a layer of indirection has to be used; this is
indicated by one of the remaining three bits in the reference being set. The
pool id, sub-pool id and field number of the local reference is used as a key in
a hash table to retrieve the absolute index of the referred element. Using this
approach is potentially very expensive; hash tables have pseudo-random access
patterns by design, and that is not at all cache-friendly. In the common case
the long references should only be used rarely however. Unless there are a lot of
long cycles in the pool, or numerous references that point to the same object it
should be possible to get rid of the expanded references by running the garbage
collector, which is the subject of the next section.

4.6

Garbage Collection

Including a garbage collector in a performance-oriented project might seem
like an odd choice. But software in general, and object-oriented software in
particular is prone to memory fragmentation. Modern virtual memory system
can mitigate many of the problems [29], but these systems have a granularity
of pages, and can do little to help with fragmentation within pages. To solve
internal fragmentation it is necessary to perform some kind of compaction, and
it’s primarily for this purpose that Object-Local Heaps uses a garbage collector.
A copying garbage collector was the obvious choice for this project because of
the pooled design. By moving away from a single monolithic heap it is possible
to spread out the cost of garbage collection, both in terms of time and space
requirements. The current invariant that no pool may contain global references
18

simplifies the task of garbage collection immensely; each pool can be collected
separately, and the set of references that have to be modified if objects are moved
is greatly reduced.
Collections are triggered manually in this first design, but in later stages
it could easily be done automatically in response to other circumstances, e.g.
lack of memory or excessive fragmentation. Regardless of how a collection is
triggered the procedure is the same, and it is described in it’s simplest form in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Basic Pool Compaction and Collection
Require: The root set for a pool P has been pushed
allocate new pool P ! of same type as P
while stack is not empty do
pop ri
i ← element referred by ri
allocate element i! in pool P !
i! ← i
ri ← reference to i!
L ← set of local references in i
for all lj ∈ L do
j ← element referred by lj
rj ← global reference to j
push rj
deallocate P
After the procedure in Algorithm 1 has completed all unreachable objects
in the pool are deleted, and the locality of objects in the collected pool will
be greatly improved. A linked list that is stored in a pool will for example be
transformed into what is in essence an array, vastly improving the memory access
pattern while traversing said list. The simplicity of the algorithm used is a result
of the assumption that the pool contains only trees as opposed to general graphs,
this is a restriction that would have to be addressed before putting the system
in use, but in the interest of limiting the scope of this project it was deemed
necessary.
For any linked structure more complicated than a linked list it is a difficult
problem to determine the optimal memory layout, see Section 3.4. The main
strategy used in this project is depth first, but evaluating other layouts is a
highly relevant area worthy of further exploration.
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5

Implementation

Because of the highly machine dependent nature of all optimizations, the ObjectLocal Heaps system was implemented and tested for a narrow range of platforms.
All development and testing was done on AMD-64 hardware running a 3.17 or
3.18 version of the Linux kernel.
All systemcalls are POSIX [30] standard however, meaning that porting
to other UNIX platforms should be a relatively straight forward matter. The
current implementation assumes a little endian architecture however, so using
the system on a big endian machine will fail unless some fairly comprehensive
changes are made.

5.1

Tools and Libraries

The entire Object-Local Heaps system is written in C, specifically using the
C11 revision. C was chosen in part because of the performance oriented nature
of the project, and in part because the Encore compiler currently generates C
code. The C11 revision was selected mainly because it is the first one where
anonymous inner unions and structs are part of the standard, as opposed to
being GNU specific extensions.
Any POSIX and C11 compliant toolchain should work with the OLH project,
but development was done exclusively using a GNU toolchain. To be specific the
toolchain included a 4.8.3 version of GCC, a 2.19 version of the GNU C library, as
well as the linker and assembler packaged in version 2.24 of Binutils [31, 32, 33].
In addition to the above, Git was used for version control, all build automation
relies on GNU Make, and documentation was generated using Doxygen [34, 35,
36]. All test cases rely on the CUnit library [37].

5.2

Pools and Memory Mappings

One major reason for this project to target POSIX platforms exclusively is the
fact that it makes heavy use of a feature called anonymous memory mappings,
commonly implemented with the mmap system call [38, 39]. It is this feature that
facilitates the precise placement of pools and sub-pools in the virtual memory
space, and it lacks a direct equivalent in operating systems like Windows 7.
It would certainly be possible to build a pooled allocation system on top
of standard C library functions like malloc, but doing so would impose great
limitations on the system, as it is impossible to influence at which virtual address
a newly allocated piece of memory gets allocated. The lack of control would also
inevitably lead to massive amounts of fragmentation and waste of memory.
Another advantageous side effect of memory mappings is the fact that the
allocation of physical memory is typically lazy, and all newly allocated space is
guaranteed to be zero initialized. This is a direct consequence of how the kernel
handles anonymous mappings2 :
Whenever a block of fresh pages are requested from the operating system the
virtual addresses returned will all be pointing to the same physical page, a special
page called the zero page. The zero page is maintained by the kernel and is
marked as copy on write, meaning that even a humongous memory mapping will
2 This

is true on Linux, for other UNIX systems your mileage may vary.
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require virtually3 no extra physical memory until something is actually written
into the allocated space [39]. As a direct consequence of this the Object-Local
Heaps system can be quite aggressive when it comes to allocating new pools.
One sub-pool with space for 4096 objects is always allocated whenever a pool is
created, and the laziness prevents this from becoming prohibitively expensive
should the objects have an individual size measured in several megabytes.
Lazy allocation comes with a significant downside however, each write to
a new page will trigger a pagefault, which is obviously rather expensive. Fine
tuning this behavior and forcing entire memory mappings to be preallocated
might prove advantageous under some circumstances.

5.3

Expansion of Local References

As previously discussed in Section 4.5 Object-Local Heaps uses 16 bit integers
to encode local references within pools. This leads to an obvious difficulty in
addressing the entire pool, as it could easily grow beyond 216 − 1 elements.
Solving this problem could be done in a number of ways, the simplest of
which would be to fall back on global references or absolute indexes for the
entire pool as soon as the range of a local reference is exceeded. Alternatively a
garbage collection could be forced, which would solve the problem when the need
for range is a result of pool fragmentation. Finally it is possible to use a layer
of indirection and maintain a data structure that maps the local reference to a
global one, and it is this solution that was selected for the project. The choice
was made with the rationale that these expansions should be rare events, and
the time needed to expand a handful of local references should amortize well.
A hash table shared between all pools is used to perform the actual expansion;
to get a unique key for each local reference entered in the table the key consists
of a combination of the pool id, sub-pool id and the index of the element storing
the reference. The hash function is a variation of the integer hash function
suggested by Robert Jenkins [40] in 1997. Collisions are handled using linear
probing, a method that has an undeservedly poor reputation considering the
excellent locality achieved during the probing process. It is true that alternative
techniques such as quadratic probing and double hashing are better at avoiding
clusters, but their design also make it less likely that the next bucket being
probed can be found in the cache.

5.4

Limitations of the Garbage Collector

The use of pointer compression has the drawback that standard methods used by
copying collectors can not be applied without some modifications. If a general
graph is stored, then a forwarding address needs to be left for each object that
is moved to preserve the structure and integrity of the graph. Normally this
forwarding address is stored in a pointer field, but the 16 bits used for local
references is not enough to store an entire forwarding address. And in this case
it is not a satisfactory solution to reuse the hash table solution, as the cost of
entering every pool reference into the table would be much to high.
No solution to this problem was implemented during the project, and therefore
the garbage collector is unable to handle general graphs, it is limited to trees.
3 No

pun intended.
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The simplest and likely best way of addressing this shortcoming would be to
disable local references for pools containing very small objects in graph structures
and store forwarding references there.
Another potential limitation of the garbage collector is that some of the
collector routines are recursive. It is therefore possible for the collector to run out
of stack memory when tracing very deep and unbalanced trees. This limitation
could of course be removed by using a separate stack for tracing.

5.5

References

References in Object-Local Heaps were designed to be compact, see Listing 1
for the declaration of the struct used to represent them. The design has the
advantage that a references fits in a register on a 64 bit machine, but it does
come at a price.
Listing 1: Representation of Global References
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

typedef struct global_reference {
union {
uint64_t
raw_val;
struct {
uint16_t
type_id;
uint16_t
sub_pool_id;
uint16_t
pool_id;
union {
uint16_t
raw_index;
struct {
unsigned
index
:
unsigned
reserved
:
unsigned
is_extended :
unsigned
gc_state
:
};
};
} __attribute__ ((packed));
};
} reference_struct;

12;
1;
1;
2;

Decoding the references used by Object-Local Heaps is not free, several
calculations have to be done, and to access an individual field in a referenced
object OLH has to go through the type table as well. The function used to
access an individual field in a split object can be seen in Listing 2. Some of the
work done in the get_field function could be avoided if there was compiler
support for Object-Local Heaps. A compiler could fill in static values for the
sizes and offsets currently retrieved by the macros shown in Listing 2.
Listing 2: Reference Decoding
1
2
3
4

void*
get_field(const global_reference reference, const size_t field_nr)
{
struct global_reference ref = {.raw_val = reference };

5
6
7
8
9
10

}

return (void*) (GET_POOL_ADDR(ref) +
GET_SUB_POOL_SIZE(ref)*ref.sub_pool_id +
GET_FIELD_OFFSET(ref, field_nr) +
GET_FIELD_SIZE(ref, field_nr)*ref.index);
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Lacking compiler support the fall-back plan is to run the get_field function
as seldom as possible. This can be accomplished by caching the result of the
function inside an iterator, and reusing it when the user wants to access the
next element. An iterator like this is included in Object-Local Heaps, and it is
described below in Section 5.6.

5.6

Iterators

When iterating over a pool with objects that contains one or no local references
it becomes very cheap to keep track of the iterator state, as it is equivalent
to saving the pointer to the head of a list or an index into an array. This is
precisely the way iterators are implemented for such pools. A simple iterator is
nearly identical to a global reference, no extra heap or pool space is allocated to
represent them; the address to the stack space where the iterator is stored is
passed around to iterator functions instead, and then modified as needed.
It is by no means certain that this solution is optimal from a performance
perspective however. It could very well be the case that the cost of converting a
reference into an address outweighs the benefit of not having to save the actual
address in the iterator. Apart from that it is not possible to use the simple
iterators with all pools. If a pool contains objects with multiple local references,
i.e. trees, it becomes necessary to keep track of visited objects. The simple
iterators described above can not grow dynamically and are useless for this
purpose.
The other type of iterator in the OLH project are implemented using an
OLH pool, see Listing 3 for the declaration of the struct used to store their state.
They are inarguably more heavy-weight, but to some extent they make up for
that by not having to decode references or look things up in the type table.
Listing 3: Iterator Structure
1
2
3

typedef struct complex_iterator {
uint64_t
iter_pool;
/* Iterator pool */

4
5
6
7
8
9

uint64_t
uint64_t
void
size_t
size_t

*root;
*pool;
*pool_start;
elem_size;
num_children;

/* Iterated pool */
/* Cached address */

10
11
12
13

size_t
size_t
size_t

prev;
cursor;
next;

14
15
16
17

size_t
n;
size_t
stack[0];
} complex_iterator_struct;

5.6.1

/* Current size of stack */

Dynamic Arrays

If a pool consists of objects with only one single field the sub-pool structure will
collapse into a single continuous memory space. This makes them eminently
suitable for use as a dynamic arrays, and Object-Local Heaps supplies a function
that will return a raw pointer to the first element in such a pool. It is a pool
like this that was used to implement the iterator in the previous section.
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5.6.2

List Map

While not part of the initial design it became clear during the implementation
work that the Object-Local Heaps project is a very good fit for a map reduce
framework. When a pool is newly compacted all elements will be neatly stored at
regular intervals, and each object field is stored in a set of independent sub-pools
with identical sizes. If the same function should be applied to every field in a
pool of objects, then all the extra work associated with the pool system can be
performed once, and then amortized over the length of the entire pool. For this
reason a simple map function was implemented, even though it was outside the
initial scope of the project.
The map function can handle list like structures as well as all pools that have
seen no deletions since their last garbage collection. It would be a simple matter
to extend them to general, fragmented pools, but it was deemed unnecessary to
get a sense of their performance; they are meant as a proof of concept, not a
finished product.

5.7

Testing

The development methodology used during the project was not strictly test
driven; some pieces of the project were implemented before the unit tests were
written. All modules in the project have test cases however, even if the level of
code coverage varies.
Most tests are straightforward comparisons between expected and actual
results from functions. But this is not a satisfactory procedure when the expected
result of a function is that certain memory areas become unmapped. Because of
this the unit tests written to test this functionality are implemented by installing
a signal handler for the segmentation fault signal, and recovering from the fault
using a long jump. Catching segmentation faults is considered bad practice,
but in this case it was necessary. Unfortunately this choice has the unwanted
side-effect of triggering a large number of false positives if a tool like Valgrind is
used on the unit-tests; this is expected, and the warnings should be ignored.
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6

Evaluation

In this section the performance impact of the Object-Local Heaps system is
measured. The system is evaluated for allocation speed, throughput when
iterating over fragmented and un-fragmented pools, as well as latency. As a
rule all features in the system, pooled allocation, object splitting and pointer
compression, are all enabled for the tests. The one exception is the garbage
collector, which is evaluated in a single test in Section 6.5.
A good way to evaluate a memory management system would be to use it
with a broad selection of well known benchmarks and measure the performance
impact. Unfortunately this requires that the system is a swap in replacement for
another system already in place; as mentioned in Section 3.1 this is the approach
taken in related work which is built around a swap in replacement for malloc
[16, 17, 7, 8].
The ambition to include automatic management, and the need for extra
type information makes Object-Local Heaps a poor fit for the swap in strategy
described above. It is not profiling or static analysis that is meant to drive the
splitting and pooling of objects, rather it is the type system and language itself.
For this reason the performance of Object-Local Heaps has been evaluated with
a set of micro benchmarks. Such benchmarks can be misleading as they do not
reflect real world applications. They focus on a few lines of code, and what
works in such a limited setting could work less well in a program where a lot of
other things are going on. There could for instance be enough cache memory
for a dataset to fit nicely in the L3-cache during a micro benchmark, but in an
actual program there could be all sorts of unexpected interference from other
threads.
Micro benchmarks were chosen despite their shortcomings due to the ease of
implementation. And while they were written to be as representative as possible,
readers should be aware that the measurements are not perfect.

6.1

Test Platform Hardware

All benchmarks were run on a machine equipped with an Intel i7-4600U CPU.
This model has 32KB of L1 data cache, and unified L2 and L3 caches of 256KB
and 4MB respectively. The cache line size is 64 Byte, and the L1 and L2 are 8
way associative, while the L3 is 16 way associative. The bandwidth and latency
of the different parts of the memory system can be seen in Table 1.
Sub System
L1 Cache
L2 Cache
L3 Cache
DRAM

Latency
4 cycles
12 cycles
21 cycles
250 cycles

Bandwidth
365GB/s
204GB/s
119GB/s
20GB/s

Table 1: Measured latency and bandwidth for the memory subsystems on a
mobile Haswell CPU[41], the type of CPU used for the benchmarks
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6.2

Pool Allocation Speed

The speed with which allocations can be made by a memory management system
can not be completely overlooked. It is especially important if the system
is intended to be used in object-oriented language, as they tend to do a lot
of dynamic allocations. Object-Local Heaps has the distinct advantage over
ordinary heap based system that there is never a need to search a free-list in
order to find a suitable chunk of memory to use for the allocation.
In order to keep the comparison reasonably fair the general allocation speed
was measured against a baseline with a heap completely free of fragmentation.
Allocations were made in a tight loop, see Listing 4 for code snippets describing
the core of the micro benchmark. As a complement the speed of reallocation was
also measured; one obvious use case of such repeated reallocations is a dynamic
array. Listing 5 shows the relevant code for a benchmark measuring the speed
of growing two arrays alongside each other.
Listing 4: Allocation Benchmark
1
2
3
4

/* Snippet from measurement of malloc baseline */
for (unsigned long i = 0 ; i < iterations ; ++i) {
char_ptrs[i] = malloc(sizeof(char));
}

5
6
7
8
9

/* The equivalent allocation using Object-Local Heaps*/
for (unsigned long i = 0 ; i < iterations ; ++i) {
char_refs[i] = pool_alloc(&char_pool);
}

Listing 5: Reallocation Benchmark
1
2
3
4
5

/* Snippet from measurement of realloc baseline */
for (unsigned long i = 1 ; i <= iterations ; ++i) {
char_array_0 = realloc(char_array_0, i);
char_array_1 = realloc(char_array_1, i);
}

6
7
8
9
10
11

/* And the equivalent reallocation using Object-Local Heaps*/
for (unsigned long i = 0 ; i < iterations ; ++i) {
pool_grow(&char_pool_0, 1);
pool_grow(&char_pool_1, 1);
}

The result from the two allocation benchmarks can be seen in Figure 9. It
is obvious from the graph that dynamically growing arrays seem like a perfect
fit for a pooled allocator, especially if the array is grown by a relatively large
percentage during each increment. Even realloc will be somewhat aggressive
during allocations and reserve larger memory areas than are strictly necessary,
making later reallocations cheaper.
Measurements show that allocations through Object-Local Heaps are never
slower than allocations through malloc, and after the initial cost of setting up
the pool has been amortized allocations will be at least twice as fast.

6.3

Performance of Compacted Pools

The next benchmark pertains to the speed of accessing data stored in a pool as
opposed to data stored using more conventional methods. A simple linked list
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Figure 9: Comparison of allocations and reallocations using Object-Local Heaps
against a baseline of malloc and realloc.

containing two fields is allocated in an OLH pool, it is then filled with around
one million elements. The same structure is built using a normal linked list, as
well as a compact C array. Every element in each structure is then accessed in
order, and a simple arithmetic operation is performed on one of the fields in
each element and stored away to prevent the code from being optimized away
by the compiler.
To simulate normal program flow random allocations were made during the
construction of each data structure; the allocations were triggered with a certain
probability that is plotted on the x-axis of Figure 10. All caches were flushed
before any measurements were started to keep the comparison as fair as possible.
As expected the amount of unrelated allocations had no impact at all on the
pooled list or array. The speed of iteration over the pooled list was consistently
10% faster than iteration over the array, despite the fact that the former was
made in a tight loop, and some extra work had to be done when iterating over
the pool. This was made possible by the fact that the entire cache line is used
by the pooled iterator, but half the space is wasted when iterating an array of
structures storing the same data.
It might come as a surprise that an ordinary linked list performs almost on
par with an array when there is no fragmentation, but it has an easy explanation.
When there are no “competing” allocations being made the linked list will actually
follow a regular pattern in memory, a pattern that the hardware prefetcher will
find easily. But it is enough to toss in a small number of irregularities between the
list nodes to throw off the prefetcher, which explains the rapid deterioration of list
performance. The speed loss takes place even though the sizes of the unrelated
allocations are kept small, in this benchmark they were roughly equivalent to
the size of a list node. If they had been made larger it would have had a
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Figure 10: Comparison of accessing a linked list allocated in an Objec-Local
Heaps pool, compared to a baseline of an ordinary linked list and a C array.

correspondingly larger impact as an aggressive prefetcher would do harm rather
than good.

6.4

Performance of Fragmented Pools

No deletions were made in the data structures when performing the benchmarks
in Section 6.3. Because of this a pool allocator gets a huge and arguably unfair
advantage. In a more realistic use case deletions will be made at irregular
intervals, something that has adverse affects on the pooled list as well, as it will
become increasingly fragmented.
To measure the impact of pool fragmentation a new benchmark was created.
It functions much like the one in Section 6.3, with the important difference that
after creating the structures a percentage of all elements was deleted at pseudo
random intervals. To compensate for the loss of elements the structures were
also longer, starting out with ten million elements. In addition to an ordinary
linked list and a pooled linked list the experiment was also repeated using the
vector implementation from the C++ standard template library (STL.), see
Figure 11 for a graph of the measurements.
The results show that Object-Local Heaps pools do suffer a significant
performance penalty from internal fragmentation, but in general the penalty is a
lot larger for ordinary linked lists. A standard list will only come out ahead under
a very specific circumstance: If deletions have been made, then Object-Local
Heaps can no longer treat the pool as a compact array since there will be “holes”.
Checking for these holes adds overhead, and if the number of deletions is kept
so small that the ordinary linked list still has decent locality, then it will be a
bit faster than the OLH list.
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Figure 11: Measurement of the impact of pool fragmentation. The baseline is an
ordinary linked list suffering the same level of fragmentation and a std::vector.

Object-Local Heaps is the better choice when no deletions are being made
however, see Section 6.3. Likewise, if the number of deletions during the lifetime
of the structure exceeds 10%, then a OLH list is faster than a standard list, even
if the standard list suffers no extra fragmentation from unrelated allocations.
One reason for this is that there is still better locality for the individual fields
because of the object splitting.
Since this benchmark disregarded the cost of the deletion itself the standard
vector come out as a clear winner. It was between one third and eight times
faster than Object-Local Heaps, and up to 60 times faster than the ordinary
linked list. The story is very different if the time spent deleting elements is
taken into account as well however. To illustrate this the time needed to loop
through a collection of a million elements and delete random elements can be
seen in Figure 12. A standard vector has to be resized every time an element is
deleted from it, giving deletions a time complexity that is linear to the number of
elements. Deleting from a known point in a list on the other hand is a constant
time operation, which explains the huge gap in performance between the vector
and the two different lists when deletions are take into account. These results
may be obvious, but can serve as a reminder that even though architectural
issues have a huge impact, they are dominated by asymptotic time complexity.
It should also be noted that while the linked list comes out on top on account
of it having the least overhead for deletions, the pooled list is a close second.
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Figure 12: The time needed to delete a percentage of random elements while
iterating through a structure, note the logarithmic scale.

6.5

Performance of the Garbage Collector

The previous benchmarks indicate that there are huge gains to be had from operating on compacted pools. Fortunately Object-Local Heaps include functionality
to accomplish precisely this, namely a copying garbage collector.
In order to measure the impact of a garbage collection the benchmark in
Section 6.4 was extended. After a fragmented list was created by deleting random
elements two new measurements were made. First the time needed to perform
a garbage collection was measured, and afterwards the time needed to iterate
over the newly compacted was measured as well. Two graphs were generated
using the data from this benchmark. In Figure 13 it is assumed that the cost of
the garbage collection can be fully amortized over a number of iterations that
approach infinity. Figure 14 shows the opposite case, where the newly collected
data-structure is only used a single time.
As expected the gains from operating on a compacted pool are really significant, and it comes as no surprise that the impact is greatest compared to the
ordinary linked list. Figure 13 shows that after a garbage collection the OLH list
can be up to 100 times faster than an ordinary list, and roughly twice as fast as
an STL vector. But only if the time of the garbage collection is fully amortized.
The plots in Figure 14 are intended to show the cost of a garbage collection,
not the benefits that can be reaped afterwards. Even though a small speedup can
sometimes be seen when comparing the Object-Local Heaps list to an ordinary
list it would still have been a lot better to just use the fragmented OLH list,
this can be seen in Section 6.4. If a structure is only going to be used once it is
never a good idea to trigger a garbage collection.
Iterating once over a compact STL vector is obviously a lot faster than first
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Figure 13: The asymptotic speedup of an OLH list vs. an ordinary list and a
vector from the standard template library when the cost of the garbage collection
has been fully amortized. Note the log scale.

Figure 14: The speedup of an OLH list vs. an ordinary list when the OLH list
is only used a single time after a garbage collection. Note the log scale, and that
a relative speedup below 1.0 is a slowdown.
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collecting a OLH list and then iterating over it. A more interesting insight from
Figure 14 is that it is a lot more expensive to collect highly fragmented pools, at
least per live element in the collected pool. This conclusion can be drawn from
the plot of the OLH list vs the STL vector. It is known from Figure 14 that the
actual iteration is faster for the OLH list by a nearly constant factor. But the
cost of performing a collection increases rapidly once the fragmentation of the
OLH list goes beyond 60%, probably because of the deteriorating access pattern
in the garbage collector. This indicates that it could be beneficial to trigger a
garbage collection before the 60% threshold is reached.
In conclusion the results of this benchmark shows that running the garbage
collector in Object-Local Heaps can be great for performance if the compacted
pool is used a lot afterwards. Collecting a pool that will see little or no use is a
huge waste of time.

6.6

Pool Lookup Latency

Decoding a global reference and retrieving a specific field are operations that carry
a significant overhead in the Objec-Local Heaps system. Previous benchmarks
have shown circumstances where these overheads were overcome by increased
locality, but unfortunately they do not tell the whole story. Object-Local Heaps
is well optimized for throughput, but not necessarily for latency.
There are of course use cases that feature irregular lookups throughout
an entire structure. One such use case is a binary search tree, if the data is
inserted in random order there will be minimal benefits to the Object-Local
Heaps approach as the nodes will be spread out through the entire pool. The
downside of the extra overhead is still very much present however, making a
binary search tree an excellent micro benchmark for the cost of pool accesses
when there is no way to amortize the overhead of decoding references and other
operations.
A benchmark was written that implements a simple binary search tree placed
in an OLH pool. It functions by measuring the time needed to insert one million
key pair objects, as well as the time needed to do the same number of lookups
in the tree. The keys used were pseudo random numbers (using random keys
when inserting makes a tree balanced even without a balancing algorithm), and
the values plain 64 bit integers. The same procedure was then repeated using
a map from the C++ standard template library. This particular map is an
efficient implementation of a red black tree, and makes for a valid comparison.
Results from the benchmark can be seen in Figure 15, and it is clear that in it’s
current state Object-Local Heaps is a very poor fit for search trees and similar
applications. See Section 7 for suggestions as to how this shortcoming could be
addressed.
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Figure 15: Comparision of the performance of a binary search tree in an OLH
pool, and a tree from the standard template library. A relative speedup below
1.0 does of course imply a slowdown.
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7

Future Work

In the interest of limiting the scope of this project some simplifications were
made. And some venues that could have been easily explored, like parallelism
were deliberately left out of benchmarks to focus the comparisons on the raw
performance of the memory management system. This section identifies some of
the most interesting areas that were left out, areas that would constitute good
starting points for further exploration.

7.1

Pool Dependencies

To preserve the simplicity and independence of pools an assumption was made
that a pool contains no global references to other pools. From a technical point
of view it is an easy matter to lift this restriction, all that is required is that more
pools are collected together. Doing so will increase the memory requirements for
the collector since a copying collector needs two separate spaces in play for each
heap, or in this case pool, that is collected simultaneously.
Finding a solution that limits the potential downsides, and makes the most
of the added flexibility would be an interesting area to research. And as soon as
a framework is in place it opens up for other prospects, e.g. making the order
of a pool dependent on the order of another, much like two arrays sharing a
common index.

7.2

Code Generation

Benchmarking the Object-Local Heaps system made it clear that performance is
greatly increased under circumstances where the initial decoding of references
and expensive interpretation of type information can be amortized over several
accesses. Therefore it would be very beneficial to implement a system that
generates type specific iterators and other building blocks at compile time.

7.3

Hierarchical Copying of Graphs

It has been shown by Petank and Rawitz that optimal data placement is a very
difficult problem, it is in fact NP-complete [42]. Results like that do not mean all
efforts are futile however; considering the unsatisfactory performance of ObjectLocal Heaps with regards to binary search tree latency, see Section 6.6, it is
hardly necessary to find an optimal solution to make a substantial improvement.
Work has already been done that identifies ways of organizing graphs[26]
that yields better locality for binary searches. That work, which is built around
a hierachical tree representation, see Figure 16, could be extended to work with
split structures.
In essence a binary tree would be divided into subtrees with 32 elements that
are always placed sequentially in a pool. Choosing the number 32 would be a
good start as this is the maximum number of compressed pointers that will fit
in a 64 byte cache line. This approach should make the number of cache misses
decrease greatly, as the local references of an entire such subtree would fit in a
single cache line.
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Figure 16: An in order representation of a binary search tree, compared to a
hierarchical representation of the same tree.

The utilization would still be poor, only five out of 32 of the indexes in each
subtree would be used in a lookup, since a balanced binary search tree with 32
nodes has a depth of five. But when using other ways of storing trees it is not
unlikely that every lookup is a cache miss, and in that context it is a substantial
improvement. Even if the improvement is dependent upon first performing a
garbage collection.
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8

Conclusion

This project introduced the Object-Local Heaps memory management system; a
system that includes functionality for pooled allocation, object splitting, pointer
compression and limited garbage collection in one package.
Results from micro benchmarks indicate that the throughput of operations on
basic data structures like lists can be increased by an order of magnitude when
using Object-Local Heaps for allocations. Most of these gains can be attributed
to a decrease in the level of fragmentation, and the improved access patterns
that follow from this.
Throughput is also increased relative to C arrays and C++ vectors when
accessing individual object fields, speedups of of 10% and 100% respectively were
measured. These speedups are a direct result of the automatic object splitting.
The overhead of the object splitting was amortized well when accessing multiple
objects in sequence, where it gives increased cache utilization and locality. On
the downside it was clearly suboptimal for random and sporadic lookups, e.g.
search trees. Using Object-Local Heaps in conjunction with a binary search tree
resulted in a slowdown of three times compared to an equivalent tree in the
standard template library; some ways of improving the search tree performance
are identified however 7.3.
Over all the results are promising, and bode well for a future integration
in the Encore language. The pooled allocation should be the easiest feature to
integrate as changes are lmited to places where malloc and free are called. And
even if the pooled allocation is implemented without any of the other features of
Object-Local Heaps it should provide significant speedups if applied to programs
that suffer from heavy fragmentation.
Structure splitting and pointer compression require more work, and should
only be applied on a case by case basis unless the system can be optimized
enough for the overhead of reference decoding to be unnoticeable.
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